DR. RANDALL EATON
Award-winning Author and Film Producer
offers a lecture series on:

The Sacred Hunt
The Human Carnivore. Carnivory and human evolution.
Competition with large predators and human social behavior.
How humans won the lion’s share. The evolution of trophy hunting.
Cave art as trophyism. Why the Edsel failed.

The Sacred Hunt. Hunting as a sacred path. Hunting as
interdependence. The values of aboriginal and recreational hunters.
Thinking with the heart. The men of the 1880s and the emerging philosophy.

Hunting as Rite of Passage. What young men need. The pre-colonial path
of initiation among the Lakota. How hunting engenders respect, power
and responsibility. Subsistence hunting and the transformation of delinquents:
a case study. Hunting as a solution to teen violence.

“Fascinating…a best seller…I have admired the originality and
boldness of his work…one of the few truly humanistic scientists.”
Edward O. Wilson, Harvard
“…program was great and extremely well received by a diverse
audience…a very powerful speaker.”
Thayne Maynard, Cincinnati Zoo
“A moving talk…powerful message.”
Columbus Zoo
“It was Dr. Randall Eaton who electrified the audience.”
San Antonio Light
DR. RANDALL L. EATON
As an internationally known authority on animal behavior and human evolution,
Dr. Eaton has appeared on NOVA and CBS TV National News, and starred in an ABC
TV award-winning serial. Interviews in LA Times, New York Times, Washington Post,
Sports Illustrated and Saturday Review among others. He is organizing an international conference on “Hunting as Initiation:
A Solution to Teen Violence.”
The recipient of two national book awards and a leader in the international conservation of wild cats. Editor of the scientific
journal Carnivore: Carnivorous Mammals Including Humans of which the honorary editors were Nobel laureate
Niko Tinbergen and Harvard’s E. O. Wilson. Recipient of numerous awards for his films, The Sacred Hunt and The Sacred
Hunt II: Rite of Passage. Fully initiated in the sacred traditions of the Maya and the Lakota. Dr. Eaton has held faculty
positions at several prestigious universities in zoology, psychology, wildlife and humanities.

Call (541) 426-2047 for fee and schedule information or write:

Dr. Randall L. Eaton • P.O. Box 280 • Enterprise, Oregon 97828
email: reaton@eoni.com • http://www.eoni.com/~reaton

